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Debugging with fiddler

A completely revised and updated guide to the Fiddler web debusgger. It was written by Eric Lawrence, the creator of The Violinist. In this book, you'll learn how to make the most of Fiddler's power to debug traffic from almost any web application, including all browsers and thousands of apps. You'll see how to debug https traffic, and use Fiddler with popular devices like
iPhone/iPad, Android phones and tables, and others. After learning hundreds of built-in features, you'll learn how to expand Fiddler with the FiddlerScript engine or create your own apps on top of the FiddlerCore class library. Questions? Email author Table Content PDF You can download a free PDF sample containing a table of content and several pages to make sure that the e-
book is having a good time on your device. Pages with the most complex formatting were selected. Download examples of code Download code from the book here. Errata Please review and report bugs in the book here. News and updates February 16, 2016 -- The e-book has been updated to v2.0.3 and now covers all improvements in Fiddler to v4.6.2. All e-book customers can
download the update for free from GumRoad. May 22, 2015 -- The second paperback of the edition, which is now available on Amazon, is published. May 5, 2015 -- Unfortunately, CreateSpace has some problems with publishing, and they are still working to print the second edition. The e-book update v2.0.1 was released on April 14. April 7, 2015 -- The second paperback
(v2.0.1) is in review on CreateSpace and should be available for sale in about a week. The V2.0.1 update will be released on Gumroad e-book buyers around the same time. March 5, 2015 -- And we're alive. The second edition updates almost every page of the 1st edition, covering the changes and improvements of The Violinist in the last 30 months since the publication of the
original book. March 2, 2015 -- The second edition is due for sale on March 5, 2015. December 2014 -- The first edition was a bestseller on Amazon, but 30 months after its publication, it needs some updates. Work is underway on the second edition. If you bought your first e-book after June 1, 2014, get a free update, send an email receipt to the address on the copyright page.
©2017 Eric Lawrence Visual Components Fiddler UI: You can see a list of web sessions, (2,3) Workspace that is divided: Action Tabs (2) and Part Information Window (3). From tabs to action, you would spend most of your time inside the Inspectors while you fine-tune your traffic http. Working with Fiddler: You can get started with Fiddler by selecting any web query. Once you
select a web query in the web session list (left interface), you'll see detailed information about this in the information windows part (right side of the user interface). Each web query listed in the web sessions list will have parts such as: ://www. ://www. ://www.:// the code associated with this query gives us a quick idea of whether the request was successfully executed or not (reds
are the ones that failed). Host: The host to whom the request is made. URL: What URL was called. Body: Content-length response. Content type: The type of content responseProcess: The app and port from which this request originated on your machine. So you see the chosen web session, and you click on the inspectors. The Information area of the Inspectors is divided
horizontally into two parts. The first part is checking the HTTP request issued by the client application, and the second (bottom) part is checking the server response. You'll easily see that you can check the request, Reviewing it in:Headers - featuring only headersTextView - featuring a simple text-like request forWebForms - featuring only variable names and values sent with a
request (if you have some form of presentation of some data)Hex View - shows a six-family representation of theAuth query - showing only authentication blanks (if any), so you can check the authentication problems sent by the client app)XML - showing a request in the navigation structure of the XML tree. This is very useful for visualizing the XML RPC connection or SOAP
connection, as it displays XML in the structure of the tree. For part of the screen response you will see 3 additional types of display of information:Transformer - showing general response information, as well as the size of the responseCaching - showing whether the sent response is cachedPrivacy - showing any information, if present, regarding PGP privacyImage View - showing
the actual image if the request returned imageApart from covering all aspects of the request , the violinist also gives options to manage requests from the flow of requests that he tracks So you can:Filter queries: based on source, host, app, size, with blanks, the ones that install cookies etc.Compose Requests: You can use this to simulate a server request (useful while testing the
app), you can even clone the previous request. Journals: You can even see the logs associated with the request (it includes logs on how and when the violinist intercepted the request other than the server and the client's actions) You can even write FiddlerScript to perform the manipulation of the query level (this will add user behavior to what the violinist is doing already). There
is a statistics tab that lists statistics on the request you've selected. Repeat: You can even do something like Macro, but select some queries and play them with one button to check a specific set of queries on the server. TextWizard: This is another very useful feature that can help you encode, decipher the different text that is Query. I hope this will help you start by debugging with
The Fiddler. This week it was an honor to have on my TestTalks TestTalks podcast Lawrence, the creator of The Violinist. For those of you who don't know, Fiddler is a tool that allows you to monitor, manipulate and reuse HTTP requests. The violinist does a lot of things that allow you to fine-tune website issues, and with one of his many extensions, you can do even more. What
you can use Fiddler to debug Some things you can use Fiddler for: Fixing problems with web application security performance testing scores debugging web traffic from most computers and devices Let's see how to install Fiddler, and consider some of its key features. (For more Fiddler Awesomeness, be sure to check out my TestTalks interview with Eric in episode 31.) Let's
install The Fiddler and take it for a quick spin. To install Fiddler Navigate, select the free download button. Choose the version you want to install. I'm going with the .NET 4 version. Once the Fiddler is loaded, double tap at fiddler4-set.exe Take the default set. If Fiddler has installed correctly, you should have an option for Fiddler4 in the starter program section. Fiddler Review
When you first start Fiddler you may be a little overwhelmed with all available options. Let's take a look at some of the main UI sections for Fiddler to help you get a better look at the different views. I want to show you five main areas that I think are the most commonly used: web sessions, session inspector, static tab, composer, and FiddlerScript. A list of web sessions on the left
side, you have an area of the list of web sessions. This contains any web session/http proxy information captured by Fiddler along with some brief summary information for each session. The right clicking on a session or group session allows you to do a lot of things, including: Mark Sessions easily identifies his Comment on the Session Check Properties Session Save Compare
The Differences Between The Two Sessions Double Press in the Session allows you to view session specific information as part of the Inspector session. Session Session Session Inspector Tab will show you details of what web session information, including the request and response that has been made. This makes it easier to monitor requests that are sent to the browser.
What's really cool is that because Fiddler acts as a proxy, it shows you exactly what's being sent back and forth from your app. This information can help you fix problems with the app and can also be used to test security to see if there are things exposed that an attacker can use. There is a great course pluralSight Troy Hunt called Hack Yourself First that all the ways in which an
attacker can compromise your app, and as a tool like Fiddler can help you find those questions. Also note that - depending on the tab that you are on - that there are still many options. Options. For example, the Inspector tab contains a whole bunch of other options that you can choose from, such as Headers, TextView, Raw, etc. Fiddler Stats Tab To the left of the inspector tab
you will see the stats tab. This tab allows you to see the number of requests and information about them. Choosing multiple sessions in the web session list allows you to see the stats of multiple sessions aggregated together. Thanks to all the information available in statistics, this is a great place to start in order to profile your site's performance. For example: Go to Highlight all
sessions Look at the Stats tab You should see things like how many requests were made (48) that made requests, the response code returned forty-six OTVETS http 200, that is all was well. If I had bad queries like 404 bugs, they would appear here. Also, you can quickly see that most of the waiting time for this page to load is due to the images. I should consider reducing the
size of the image or format to reduce the amount of time it takes for TestTalks to download. At the bottom of this tab is also the Show Chart option, which visually breaks the query. It makes it easier to see what in my case it is. The PNG format, which triggers the longest waiting time for www.TestTalks.com. As you can see, this view can be used as a quick way to assess the high
performance/health of any website. Another really handy tab that is the composer tab. The Fiddler Composer The Composer tab is well named because it allows, in a sense, to manually create (aka compose), modify, and send http requests. You can also take an existing web session and drag it into a copy of the Composer tab and Fiddler reconstructs this request in its entirety,
after which you can complete it. This is really useful because it means that you can change things as user agents and see if your site reacts differently based on that information. Highlight the webwww.testtalks.com session. Drag it into the Composer's tab. The car I work on is a window machine. What would happen if we had to change an agent to make the website think the
request was coming from Mac using Prism? Mozilla/5.0 (McIntosh; U; Intel Mac OS X 10.6; u.S. rv:1.9.2.3) Gekko/20100402 Prism/1.0b4 Click on the Run button. Click on the new web session you just did. Under the headers, notice how it sent the modified user-agent information we added: How cool is that!?! We just tricked our site into thinking it was getting a request from a
completely different OS and browser configuration. If you really want to change the query, you can do all kinds of things using the FiddlerScript tab. Violinist Script The Force script Violinist is his extensibility. If you need to do something that is not available out of the box, you can easily change the change to do the functionality you need. One way to do this is to use FiddlerScript.
FiddlerScript allows you to include rules in a script that can change a request or response while running. With Fiddler, you can change session processing functions such as OnPeekAtResponseHeaders. This method is called before the response is sent to the customer and before the body is read from the server. Let's look at a simple example of how to use this. In Fiddler, click
on the Menu Rule option and custom rules If you're prompted to install a Fiddler editor, do so now. (You can also just change into a notepad.) According to OnPeekAtResponseHeaders, add the following code: Go www.testtalks.com to Fiddler, click on the log tab. Now you have to see the custom message we added: Once you started with Fiddler you will start to see all kinds of
different uses for it. More Fiddler Getting Info For more Fiddler information, be sure to listen to Eric Lawrence say all things Fiddler related on episode 31 of TestTalks. Eric also wrote a book called Debugging with a Violinist that you can capture on Amazon. Aside from the free video launch on Fiddler, Pluralsight also has several Fiddler Related Courses available: Violinist Robert
Boedigheimer Hack Yourself First: How to Go To Cyber Attack Troy Hunt Debugging online with FireBug, WebDeveloper, and Violinist Sean Wildermuth Wildermuth debugging with fiddler pdf. debugging with fiddler second edition pdf download. debugging with fiddler pdf free download. debugging with fiddler pdf download. debugging with fiddler the complete reference pdf.
debugging with fiddler eric lawrence pdf. debugging with fiddler second edition. visual studio debugging with fiddler
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